
A real solution of Diesel Fuel lnjection Systen - Pump & Injectors
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P.O. Box: 79831, Sharjah - 1J.A.E.

E-mail: delmadiesel@gmail com



ABOUT US
Delma Pumps Rep. with a sparkling track record of excellent and dedicated
services in fuel injection system for the past I year in the United Arab
Emirates. The large number of our well satisfied customers are proof of our
significant growth since our establishment. Our dedicated Technical and
administrative staff, all work as a well-oiled face engine to the faces of our
valued customers. We are committed to quality of work, prompt and fficient
services at a competitive price at the right time.

OUR SPECIALIZATIOIVS
We have specialize in a full range of Diesel fuel injection pamp and injectors,
Bosch, Zexel, Cav, Mico, Ford, Scania, Delphi, Lucas, Standyne, Komatus,
Bobcat, Volvo, Nippondenso, GM Cummins, Citrons, Renault, Doowan,
Korea Diesel, Generator Pumps, Caterpillar, Yenmar, Bobcat, Turbocharger
and Governor Repairs. We do repair all kinds of Diesel vehicles, Generators
and Marine Engines.
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OUR- VESIOT{

To provide always & comprehensive range of professional cost effective fuel
injection solutions, To provide always a comprehensive range of professional cost

effective fuel injection solutions, combined with timely delivery and quality, to the

utmost satisfuction of our valuable customers.

OUR THAMI

The Delta Team is composed of dedicated professionuls with one vision and

objective to provide the maximum satisfaction to our valued customers by giving

them the highest standard of service at lower cost.
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Diesel Fuel Injection System
Pumps, Injectors, Governors, Turbo Chargess

Generator Overhauling
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Tel :+97165313162
Fax :+97165313167
Mob. : +971 50 2036247

+971 55 807 6761
E-mail : delmadiesel@gmail.com
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